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The recent developments of advanced intrusion detection systems in the cyber security ﬁeld provide opportunities to proactively
protect the computer network systems and minimize the impacts of attackers on network operations. This paper is intended to
assist the network defender ﬁnd its best actions to defend against multistage attacks. The possible sequences of interactions
between the attackers and the network defender are modeled as a two-player non-zero-sum non-cooperative dynamicmultistage
game with incomplete information. The players are assumed to be rational. They take turns in making decisions by considering
previous and possible future interactions with the opponent and use Bayesian analysis after each interaction to update their
knowledge about the opponents. We propose a Dynamic game tree-based Fictitious Play (DFP) approach to describe the
repeated interactive decisions of the players. Each player ﬁnds its best moves at its decision nodes of the game tree by using
multi-objective analysis. All possibilities are considered with their uncertain future interactions, which are based on learning
of the opponent’s decision process (including risk attitude and objectives). Instead of searching the entire game tree, appropriate
future time horizons are dynamically determined for both players. In the DFP approach, the defender keeps tracking the
opponent’s actions, predicts the probabilities of future possible attacks, and then chooses its best moves. Thus, a new
defense algorithm, called Response by DFP (RDFP), is developed. Numerical experiments show that this approach
signiﬁcantly reduces the damage caused by multistage attacks and it is also more efﬁcient than other related algorithms.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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With the wide deployment of web services and technologies
in many areas covering all aspects of our life, the security of
networks become critically important, and reducing or elim-
inating the negative effects of an intrusion is a fundamental
issue of network security. There is a clear conﬂict between
the intruders and the defenders. Because classic game theory
is the usual methodology to examine decision making
problems with multiple decision makers and conﬂicting
interests, intrusion defense became one of the most important
application ﬁelds of game theory. There are many examples
of the applications of game theory in engineering, military,
economics, and ﬁnance to mention only a few [1], but it
has not been applied to the ﬁeld of network security until
the recent decade [2]. There are some limitations in applyingCopyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.it in this area, because the attackers’ strategies are uncertain,
intrusion steps are not instantaneous and the rules of the
game might change dynamically and so on. However, game
theory concepts are still the best mathematical tools to model
the complex defense systems providing intuitions and best
protection strategies.
We focus on multistage attacks that can last days,
weeks, and even months. For example, the ‘Conﬁcker’
computer worm, one of the newest botnets attacks, had
inﬁltrated as many as 15 million machines around the
world. One way it spreads is by infecting the USB thumb
drives that carry data from one machine to the next, and
it can exploit vulnerabilities in windows servers for several
months [3]. In general, the attackers can start by stealing
secrets and then use their access to destroy the same
systems they have been exploiting, corrupt the backup ﬁles,473
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difﬁcult to detect and they are the most destructive and most
difﬁcult ones for the intrusion defense system to respond to,
because the inner attackers, who have full knowledge and
access to internal computer systems and data, use their
internal privileges and intelligence to break the defense of
the system. Existing techniques to respond against such
attacks such as intrusion detection systems and ﬁrewall
hardware/software systems are manual intensive. Thismakes
them too slow to respond efﬁciently to complex and multi-
stage network attacks. Furthermore, countermeasures such
as signatures for intrusion detection systems cannot detect
new types of attacks. Therefore, Autonomic Network
Defense System (ANDS) as shown in Figure 1 is developed
by our team at the University of Arizona to detect known or
unknown network attacks based on anomaly behavior analysis
of networks and applications and proactively prevent or
minimize their impact on network operations and services
in real time. The main modules to implement the proposed
ANDS include online monitoring and ﬁltering, multi-level
behavior analysis, adaptive learning, risk analysis and
protective action [4–6].
Our ANDS includes intrusion response subsystem
(IRSS) and intrusion detection subsystem (IDSS), and both
of them share the adaptive learning module as illustrated in
Figure 1. The former is designed to ﬁnd protective actions
to defend against multistage attacks, and its performance
depends on that of the latter. Although our IDSS is
based on anomaly-based techniques that are known to be
ineffective because of the large false alarms they produce,
multi-level and ﬁne-grain behavior analysis of each layer
of the communications protocols is employed to overcome
this limitation and produce high detection rates with low
false alarms [4–6].
The objective of this paper is to introduce a ﬁctitious
play approach leading to a new and efﬁcient response
algorithm, which is employed by our IRSS to defend
against attackers with minimal total losses to the system.
As we know, the attackers’ malicious goals are different
in reality. After breaking the defense of network systems,
the attacker might be able to obtain ﬁnancial gain andPayload
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474 Secconﬁdential data, alter important information, destroy
network control functions, make the entire network
dysfunction, and sometimes just want to show off. The
defender chooses appropriate responses to reduce the
impacts of the attacks to the systems. In the meantime,
both of them want to reduce the risk of their activities.
On the whole, we assume that the attacker and the defender
are rational and have enough resources to maximize their
payoffs based on their own risk taking attitudes. The
attacker’s believed that potential impact and the defender’s
potential reward can be calculated on the basis of risk and
impact analysis, and they are not necessarily the same. For
example, if the defender places a ‘honeypot’ as an easy
target, then it will be taken with the belief of a light impact
without any actual damage. It also might supply valuable
information to the defender about the attacker [7]. Because
multistage attacks require repeated interactions between
them, the consequence of the attacker’s or the defender’s
decision also depends on the current and future decisions
of the opponent. This situation can be modeled appropri-
ately as a dynamic game. So the interaction between
them can be considered as a two-player non-cooperative
nonzero-sum dynamic multistage game with incomplete
information, where the attacker is the leader and the
defender is the follower. Their decision nodes, the possible
attacks, and responses during their interactions can be
represented by a dynamic game tree.
The attacker or the defender at each period chooses its
best move at its decision node against the last selected
strategy of the opponent. The repeated interactions of the
players are similar to those of a two-player ‘ﬁctitious play’,
because at different steps, different strategies and payoffs
are used. However, it is not a classical ﬁctitious play
(CFP) algorithm [8] when the players want to ﬁnd Nash
equilibrium. In our case, a player at its decision node tries
to assess the ‘best’ moves of the opponent and to maximize
its payoffs sequentially and to choose its own best moves by
considering previous and future possible interactions with
the opponent. Therefore, our DFP approach is developed
on the basis of the risk and impact analysis, the dynamic
game tree, and the CFP. The main differences between ourProtective 
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Section 3. One of the important applications of the DFP
is to develop a fast, efﬁcient response algorithm RDFP for
multistage intrusion defense systems.
In our ANDS, after the IDSS accurately identiﬁes anom-
alous behavior in progress, the IRSS needs to evaluate
changes in the network operations, update the knowledge
about the attacker, analyze the two players’ payoffs, and then
choose the best action to defend against the detected attacks.
Our RDFP algorithm is therefore designed to work online.
The current advances in high performance computing,
storage, and networks provided us with unprecedented
computing capabilities, and they will make intrusion
detection, adaptive learning, risk and impact analysis imple-
mentable in real time. For example, recently, IBM Watson
Robot beat the world champion Jeopardy game. However,
because of limited knowledge of the attacker’s characteristic,
objectives, and strategies in the dynamic game, the process
of estimating the attacker’s payoff to determine the best
responses in the RDFP algorithm is very complex. For the
sake of clear description and without loss of generality, we
assume that the risk taking attitude of the intruder is risk
neutral when introducing the details of our response algo-
rithm in Section 4.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
proposes the basic ideas of the DFP approach and the
RDFP algorithm. Section 3 contains a discussion on
related works. The main steps and details of the RDFP
algorithm are introduced in Section 4. General analysis and
simulation results are presented in Section 5 to compare
our approach to other known algorithms. Conclusions and
future research directions are outlined in Section 6.2. THEDYNAMICGAMETREE-BASED
FICTITIOUS PLAY APPROACH
2.1. Dynamic game tree
In the non-cooperative game, the interactions between the
attacker and the defender can be represented by a dynamic
Game tree (G) as shown in Figure 2. Each interaction
between the players is equivalent to one time horizon or
two stages. Let d be the index of the stages from theFigure 2. A dynamic
Security Comm. Networks 2014; 7:473–491 © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/secbeginning of the game (d=1, 2. . .), and Hd or Dd a decision
node of the attacker or the defender, respectively. The bold
lines show an example of the ﬁrst two possible interactions
between the two players. The root of the tree is the initial
decision node of the attacker. Because the attacker can run
a script and launch one attack or several adversarial actions
before the defender gets a chance to react, each arc originat-
ing at this root represents one of the possible combinations of
these attacks (including a single attack). The nodes at the end
point of each arc represent the decision nodes of the
defender. Each arc starting from them at the second stage
of the game tree denotes a possible combination of responses
(including a single response) to defend against the previous
attack(s). Then, the intruder makes the next move at its
decision nodes. The possible attack scenarios are represented
by the next layer of the graph and so on. In this way, dynamic
game tree G is constructed on the basis of the analysis of all
possible interactions between the two players. The tree
structure continues to change according to current attack
and defense activities along the game, and it terminates when
the attacker gives up attacking or reaches its goals.
Generally, the value of a service is evaluated on the
basis of the losses to the users due to the attacks when
the service is completely not available. Then, the effort of
the aforementioned intrusion or response combination
can be measured by the damage or the reduced loss of
the affected services. ‘Intensity level’ was employed by
McGill et al. [9] to describe the impact of a threat on the
attacker’s target and to calculate the total loss resulting
from the attack. Similarly, the intensity level is used in
our paper to quantify the impact of each possible attack
or defense combination on the network services. Assuming
the relationship between them is linear, the latter can be
calculated from the former and the value of the attacker’s
potential objective as it was demonstrated in our previous
work [10]. Furthermore, the number of arcs originating
from decision nodes of game tree G is determined by that
of intensity levels. As we know, the increment of the num-
ber of intensity levels (arcs) can increase the accuracy of
the players’ best moves. However, the almost unlimited
choices of the attacker’s and the defender’s activities lead
to a very large game tree and make the computation of
the best moves time consuming. Then, the accuracy of
the best decision and the responsive time are balanced ingame tree (G).
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attack and the defense into appropriate categories and
assigning them to the arcs originating from their decision
nodes in G.
2.2. Risk and impact analysis
Any actions of the attacker damage the network, and any
responses to reduce the impact of the attack will have a
cost and may cause additional losses to the system. In an
extreme case, the defender might block all trafﬁcs to a
server that provides an important service if he/she detects
an attack on the server. Although this leads to a big loss
to the system, the attacker, on the other hand, has been
blocked completely from his ability to launch attacks
against the server. The sum of the damage/loss and the
defender’s cost is the outcome of the attack in the point
of view of the attacker. This outcome is uncertain because
of limited knowledge about the network, the objectives,
and the possible future moves of the counterpart. Because
of limited information about the types and objectives
of the attacker, the outcome of the defender’s response is
uncertain as well.
The nature of the distribution of a random variable
mathematically can be described by the central moments,
where the ﬁrst, second, and third central moments of a
random variable are the mean, variance, and skewness,
respectively [11]. Clearly, the characterization of a random
variable becomes more accurate if higher moments are
employed. However, the complexity of the computation
process increases as well. In this paper, we assume that this
uncertainty is modeled by considering the outcome of the
attacker as a random variable ex. As it is well-known from
the economic literature, the certainty equivalent of the
random variable can be expressed by a linear combination
of its expectation and variance
x^ ¼ E exð Þ  lVar exð Þ; (1)
when we assume that larger value of ex is better. Here, an
important factor l≥ 0 represents the risk attitude of the
attacker. In general, l= 0 is selected when the attacker
does not consider risk at all (risk seeking) and l ¼ 1 is
selectedwhen the attacker considers only risk (risk aversion).
The value of l assigned to the attacker is a ﬁxed number
between 0 and1. The certainty equivalent of the defender’s
outcome can be obtained similarly to Equation (1) by
maximizing the expected reward of responses or minimizing
the losses of the system while minimizing its uncertainty
with its own risk attitude.
The attackers with different risk types maymake different
choices when facing the same options in the multistage
game. It is better to consider the attackers’ risk attitudes in
modeling their behavioral decision making process. The
factors to affect the attacker’s decision making may include,
but not limited to, the professional level of computer skills,
intrusion experience, being inside or outside of the network476 Secsystem, and so on. All these elements can be described by
the attacker’s risk attitude in the DFP approach. For example,
with the same computer technology level and the same
previous intrusion experience, inside attackers are more risk
averters. They may not accept risks and choose an action
with as many as possible previous interactions because they
do not want to be caught and to face all consequences.
However, outside attackers pay less attention to their
possible failures, because they can launch the attack again
and again, so they are risk seekers.
In the DFP approach, the computation of expectation
and variance of the impact at the attacker’ decision nodes
of game tree G is based on the total impact of attacks along
the entire sequence of interactions of the two players and
the probability of the occurrence of the impact. The latter
can be obtained on the basis of the probabilities of the
possible responses. The former includes the actual impacts,
the costs of the responses within an appropriate time horizon,
and all potential future impacts and costs afterwards. The
computation of the actual impacts and costs has been studied
in our earlier paper [10]. For the computation of the potential
future impacts and costs, we consider different phases of the
dynamic game based on the life cycle of the multistage
attacks. On the other hand, the network defender needs to
respond against each attack once it is detected and to
minimize the expected loss of the system and the associated
risks. The payoff function of the defender at its decision
nodes can be formulated in a similar way as that of the
attacker. Although the players may have limited information
on the risk taking attitude of the opponent at the beginning of
the game, they can predict the opponent’s characteristic
and use Bayesian analysis to update their estimations after
each interaction between them. Then, the players can
improve the knowledge of the opponent’s activities
in their future possible interactions and make the best
current decision.2.3. The responsebydynamicgame tree-based
ﬁctitious play algorithm
In our DFP approach, because both players consider all
possible future interactions with the opponent at all of its
decision nodes, any game tree rooted at any decision node
of any player can be also considered a game tree of the
player considering all possible interactions starting at this
decision node. Therefore, the dynamic game tree can be
decomposed into the game trees of the attacker and those
of the defender starting at their decision nodes, respec-
tively. The RDFP algorithm is developed on the basis of
the DFP approach from the viewpoint of the defender to
choose its best response at each of its decision nodes after
each detected attack. The response payoffs are determined
by the current and possible future interactions with the
attacker. In order to ﬁnd its best responses, the defender
needs to estimate the opponent’s payoffs from the game
tree of the attacker. Because the dynamic game tree contin-
uously grows unless the attacker gives up attacking orurity Comm. Networks 2014; 7:473–491 © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/sec
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remain uncertain. In fact, the more interactions a player
considers with its opponent, the more accurate payoff
values can be obtained.
In our response algorithm, we assume that the time
horizon considered by the attacker in the game depends
on its risk taking attitude. In general, in order to make
current decision, the risk seeker considers only few interac-
tions with its opponent, but the risk averter would like to
think about the whole process of achieving its goal.
However, the defender has limited knowledge about the
attacker’s risk attitude at the beginning of the game. By
assuming that the initial risk attitude of the attacker is risk
neutral, the defender predicts the probability distribution of
future possible attacks based on historical data and then
implements its response. After detecting new intrusion
activity, the defender employs Bayesian learning to update
its knowledge of the attacker’s risk attitude based on the
discrepancy of the prediction and the observation. The size
of the attacker’s game trees can be adjusted dynamically as
the defender updates its knowledge about the attacker
along the game. On the other hand, the intrusion defense
system in reality needs to respond to the most current
attack as soon as possible and cannot wait for the decision
until the defender ﬁnishes searching the opponent’s and its
own entire game trees. Therefore, appropriate time
horizons are developed to ﬁnd the trade-off between
accuracy and the speed of solution, and they reduce the size
of the defender’s game trees that he/she needs to consider in
ﬁnding best responses. One of our approaches to determine
the time horizons is introduced in Section 4.4.
These reduced game trees are still uncertain because the
players do not have complete information about the
opponents. Even though the attacker’s strategy sets and
possible future moves can be obtained from the analysis
of attack graphs and historical records, the defender does
not know the probabilities of the possible future attacks.
These probabilities can only be predicted from the attacker’s
reduced game tree. The probability distribution of the
defender’s future responses is also unknown to the attacker;
however, we assume that the attacker is able to assess
these probabilities from its observations during previous
attacks. Because the defender also knows the probability
distributions of its previous actions from its own records,
the attacker’s reduced game tree becomes a decision tree.
Therefore, the payoffs of the attacker can be obtained on
the basis of this decision tree and the updated knowledge of
the attacker. The defender is able to assess the probability
distribution of all possible attacks at each of the attacker’s
decision nodes. Consequently, the reduced game tree of the
defender becomes a decision tree as well, and the payoff
values computed from this decision tree determine his/her
best response. The details of the tree systems are introduced
in Section 4. The convergence of the learning process can be
examined on the basis of stability theory [12]. In the case of
convergence, after several interactions of the players,
their payoffs can closely approximate the optimal solution
of the game.Security Comm. Networks 2014; 7:473–491 © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/sec3. RELATED WORKS
Network intrusion response mechanisms have been inten-
sively studied in recent years due to their importance in
cyber security. Some scholars design automated response
mechanism to deploy the appropriate responses [13–16].
Considering the conﬂicting interests of the decision
makers, game theoretical approach is used by many
researchers to ﬁnd strategies for both the defender and
the attacker. Lye and Wing [17] view the interactions
between an attacker and the defender as a two-player
stochastic (Markov) game and construct the game model
based on the analysis of the intrusion graph. The cost of
any response is the amount of recovery effort (time)
required by the defender. The reward of the attacker is
deﬁned in terms of the amount of effort the defender has
to spend in order to bring the network back to normal state.
The Nash equilibrium strategies are determined for both
players by using nonlinear programming for inﬁnite-
horizon stochastic games and applying dynamic programming
for ﬁnite-horizon games. These methods are also presented
in [18,19]. Themain disadvantage of the stochastic (Markov)
model is that the full state space may become extremely
large, and therefore, solutions for stochastic models are hard
to compute. Markov game is also employed by other
researchers, for example, by Shen et al. [20].
Several researchers notice that in real intrusion defense
systems, the players cannot observe system states explicitly,
they need to estimate the system states from observations
related to current running services, data, and so on and then
a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP)
can be used to model the attacker’s actions. The research
works presented in [21–25] belong to this category. The
application of POMDP is a more realistic approach to
capture the probabilistic nature of the state transition
relations. This methodology has to consider a very large
system and consequently it makes the computation of best
responses more complicated and more expensive. Liu et al.
[26] introduce a general incentive-based method to model
attacker intent, objectives and strategies (AIOS) and a game
theoretic approach to implement AIOS. They also mention
that in cases of high correlation among the attacker’s actions,
the application of dynamic, multistage games is more appro-
priate in comparison with the combination of probabilistic
‘attack states’ and stochastic game models, because they
are cheaper, more accurate, and have smaller search space,
and there is no need to know the complete state space of
the attack.
The ﬁctitious play approach is employed by some
scholars to describe the interactions between the attacker
and the defender. Alpcan and Basar [27] model the attack–
defense game by using stochastic ﬁctitious play (STFP).
They consider the expected payoffs of the players and use
an entropy term to randomize the players’ strategies in their
utility functions. It can be interpreted as a way of concealing
their true strategies, and a coefﬁcient is assigned to represent
the willingness of the players to randomize their own actions.
If these coefﬁcients are zero, then the security game reduces477
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game leads to the STFP. They also discuss the Bayesian
security game. Buttyan and HuBaux [28] describe a distributed
sample ﬁctitious play (DSFP) algorithm in which each player
tries to improve its payoff in each step. If the players’ responses
are close to the Nash equilibrium strategies, then the payoffs
remain close to the Nash equilibrium payoffs as well.
As the continuation of our previous work [10], the DFP
approach combines the advantages of the dynamic multi-
stage games and the CFP. A game tree is constructed to
show the repeated interactions between the attacker and
the defender. Appropriate time horizons are developed to
reduce the size of the attacker’s and the defender’s game
trees. The potential ﬁnal impact and potential ﬁnal loss
are also considered in the payoffs. The milestones in the
attack’s life cycle are introduced as different phases.
While each attack and responsive action transform the state
of the system in the stochastic (Markov) game, the system
cannot reach the next phase until the attack and the
responsive action meet the requirements of the next phase.
Using phases can largely reduce computation complexity
compared with the use of all possible attack states, because
the number of phases is much less than that of the possible
attack states, and the potential impact or loss needs to be
updated only after reaching the next phase.
Our approach is different from the STFP and the DSFP,
because the players in a multistage game consider their
possible future interactions, they are rational, strategic,
and can predict the probabilities of the opponents’ future
activities based on an updating procedure. The DFP
is similar to the extensive forms of Bayesian games;
however, Nash equilibrium strategies are not determined
at the decision nodes of the players due to the following
reasons. First, it is time consuming to ﬁnd the Nash
equilibrium by considering all possible future interactions
between the players, whereas the intrusion defense system
needs fast responses. Second, the players still cannot ﬁnd
unique decision if there are more than one pure or mixed
Nash equilibria. Furthermore, in addition to considering
the expected rewards, proﬁts, or gains as the player’s
objectives as it is always the case in the literature, our
approach also considers the player’s willingness to take risk,
which is a more realistic approach to model the player’s
decision making process. Therefore, a new and efﬁcient
response algorithm RDFP is developed on the basis of
the DFP approach. Suppose an intruder with a neutral risk
attitude launches multistage attacks, the best move to
defend against the attacker is calculated on the basis of
the RDFP algorithm as will be shown in the next section.4. DEFENDING AGAINST A RISK
NEUTRAL ATTACKER
4.1. The tree system of the attacker
In our RDFP algorithm, tree G can be decomposed into the
game trees GA(Hd) of the attacker with roots Hd and the478 Secgame trees GD(Dd) of the defender with roots Dd. The
processes of obtaining GA(Hd) and GD(Dd) are indicated by
line 1 of procedures FIND_RDA(Hd) and FIND_RGD(Dd)
as shown in Figures A1 and A2, respectively. The
attacker chooses its moves at its decision nodes Hd to
maximize its payoffs by considering all future interactions
with the defender on its game tree. The payoff of the
attacker cannot be obtained directly from the GA(Hd)
because he/she has limited information about the possible
responses of the defender.
In a GA(Hd), let AA be the set of the possible attack
combinations at root Hd, a be the index of these scenarios
(a2AA), and A be the total number of elements of set AA.
Then GA(Hd) can be further decomposed into A sub-game
trees SGA(Hd,a) with common root Hd starting with differ-
ent attacks a. The depth of SGA(Hd,a) is related to the
number of future interactions of the two players considered
by the attacker. This is however unknown to the defender.
On the basis of our assumptions that the future time
horizon that the player considers depends on its risk
attitude and the risk type of the attacker is risk neutral,
the risk type l of the attacker and the number of future
interactions t that the attacker considers on his/her
game tree with the defender in making decision are known.
Tree SGA(Hd,a) becomes the reduced sub-game tree RSGA
(Hd,a,t) of attack a with depth t. The reduced game tree
RGA(Hd) of the attacker consists of all RSGA(Hd,a,t)
sub-game trees with root Hd. The process of
obtaining RGA(Hd) is indicated by line 2 of procedure
‘FIND_RDA(Hd)’ as shown in Figure A1.
Consider a subtree RSGA(Hd,a,t). Let m be the index of
the interactions during time horizon t (m= 1, 2,. . .,t). Let
Ka be the total number of paths originating at attack a to
the endpoints of RSGA(Hd,a,t)(a= 1, 2,. . .,A), and ka be
the index of these paths (ka=1, 2,. . .,Ka). In addition, let
pdþ2m1ka be the probability that the defender chooses its
response on path ka at stage d+ 2m 1. It is assumed that
the attacker is able to assess it based on previous attacks
and its knowledge of the defender’s risk attitude. Because
the defender is also able to obtain this value from its own
records, probability pdþ2m1ka can be estimated as shown
in line 6 of procedure ‘FIND_RDA(Hd)’ (Figure A1). Thus,
tree RSGA(Hd,a,t) becomes the reduced sub-decision tree
RSDA(Hd,a,t) starting at attack a. All sub-graphs RSDA
(Hd,a,t) from root Hd constitute the attacker’s reduced
decision tree RDA(Hd). The process of ﬁnding RDA(Hd) is
shown in Figure A1. The notations of the above described
trees and sub-trees are listed in Table I, and their relation-
ships are illustrated in Figure 3.4.2. The impact of attacks in tree RDA(Hd)
The cost function to defend against a multistage attack
includes three parts: actual damage AI, defensive cost
RC, and potential damage and cost PI. As we mentioned
before, although defensive action can reduce the damage
caused by the attacks, the defensive action itself, such asurity Comm. Networks 2014; 7:473–491 © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/sec
Table I. Notations of the dynamic tree systems.
Symbols Deﬁnitions
G The dynamic game tree
d The index of the stages of tree G
Hd The decision node of the attacker at stage d in tree G
Dd The decision node of the defender at stage d in tree G
GA(Hd) The game tree of the attacker at root Hd in tree G
GD(Dd) The game tree of the defender at root Dd in tree G
SGA(Hd,a) The sub-game tree of GA(Hd) starting with attack a
SGD(Dd,r) The sub-game tree of GD(Dd) starting with response r
RSGA(Hd,a,t) The reduced sub-game tree of SGA(Hd,a) with depth t
RSGD(Dd,r,p) The reduced sub-game tree of SGD(Dd,r) with depth p
RSDA(Hd,a,t) The reduced sub-decision tree of SGA(Hd,a) with depth t
RSDD(Dd,r,p) The reduced sub-decision tree of SGD(Dd,r) with depth p
RGA(Hd) The union of reduced sub-game trees RSGA(Hd,a,t) with root Hd
RGD(Dd) The union of reduced sub-game trees RSGD(Dd,r,p) with root Dd
RDA(Hd) The union of reduced sub-game trees RSDA(Hd,a,t) with root Hd
RDD(Dd) The union of reduced sub-game trees RSDD(Dd,r,p) with root Dd
Figure 3. The tree system of the attacker.
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to the system as well. Then, the actual damage includes the
reduced impact of the attack and the additional losses due
to defensive activity. In the meantime, the defender needs
to use the resources of the system to defend against the
attack which results in additional defensive cost. Moreover,
the potential damage and cost is determined by the value of
potential targets and the current phase in the life cycle of
multistage attack. Considering t interactions between the
attacker and the defender, the total impact yka of the attack
at the endpoint of path ka is the sum of all impacts
AIdþ2m1ka , costs RC
dþ2m1
ka
of the responses along the path
and the potential ﬁnal impact/cost PIdþ2tka of the attack
beyond the time horizon. That is,
yka ¼
Xt
m¼1 AI
dþ2m1
ka
þ RC dþ2m1ka
 
þ PI dþ2tka
a ¼ 1; 2 . . .A; ka ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;Kað Þ:
(2)
The deﬁnition and computation of the values of the actual
impacts and costs can be found in our earlier paper [10].Security Comm. Networks 2014; 7:473–491 © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/secIn order to estimate the potential ﬁnal impact of the attack,
the phases of the dynamic game are developed as follows.
Multistage attacks include reconnaissance, penetration,
attack, and exploit in their life cycles [29]. In general, each
phase indicates a progress of the multistage attack to reach
its objective. Higher phase indicates that the attacker is closer
to its objective. Each phase consists of a sequence of interac-
tions between the attacker and the defender. That is, the
attacker–defender game cannot reach the next phase until
the actions of the two players meet its requirements. All
phases of the game can be analyzed and classiﬁed on the
basis of the interactions of the players. Multistage attacks
involving different vulnerabilities of the network system
could have different numbers of phases, and any step of
interaction of the players can belong to different phases.
Let O be the number of possible objectives of the attacker
in the network system, o be the index of these objectives
(o=1, 2,. . .,O). Furthermore, let Fo be the total number
of phases of the dynamic game in reaching objective o, and
fo the index of these phases ( fo=1, 2,. . .,Fo). Assume that
Co is the value of objective o. Deﬁne the binary variable
bfo as bfo =1 if the attacker–defender game to objective o
reaches phase fo, and bfo =0 otherwise. On the basis of the
interactions of the players in each phase, the value of bfo is
updated after the game enters the next phase. The updating
process is represented by line 9 in the formal description of
the RDFP algorithm (Figure 4). The potential ﬁnal impact
PI of the attack clearly depends on the progress in reaching
the objectives of the attacker. In general, it can be calculated
from equation
PI ¼
XO
o¼1
XFo
fo¼1
fo
Fo
bfoCo: (3)
The potential losses PL of the system can be computed in
a similar way. The impact of the attack on any objective may
include different impact categories such as economic,479
Figure 4. The response by dynamic game tree-based ﬁctitious
play algorithm.
A novel fictitious play approach for intrusion defense systems Y. Luo et al.reputation, reliability, safety, and social effect. Then, it is very
important to consider all of these impact categories to ﬁnd the
correct values of the objective functions of the players [30].
For example, if the network system cannot provide any ser-
vice at all when the attacker realizes its objective, then the
value of the objective function can be obtained on the basis
of the impact of losing the services. Therefore, in computing
Co, we have to consider the values of these impacts and their
corresponding weights in all impact categories. Let Jo be the
total number of impact categories of objective o, and jo be the
index of these categories (jo=1, 2,. . .,Jo). For objective o,
pair-wise comparisons are conducted to indicate the relative
important factors of the categories. This is a well-known
procedure from multi-criteria decision making [31]. The
weightWjo of each impact category can be obtained by using,
for example, the analytic hierarchy process [32]. Because the
measures of the impacts in different categories are usually
given in different units, they have to be transformed into
unitless values by using appropriate utility functions. The
values of some impact categories such as reputation and
safety need to be evaluated from historical data and by the
assessment of a group of experts. If Gjo is the transformed
measure of impact in category jo when the attacker realizes
objective o, then the evaluation of objective o can be
obtained as the weighted average
Co ¼
XJo
jo¼1
WjoGjo : o ¼ 1; 2 . . .Oð Þ (4)
The evaluation of the impact of the attacks is a standard
process that is applied to evaluate risk and impact against
any enterprise assets (physical, logical, and data resources)
that can be targeted by malicious threats. Our cost functions
will utilize these techniques to quantify the damage that can
occur to the company assets or services.
4.3. The probabilities of future attacks at
the root of tree RDA(Hd)
As previously mentioned, the probability distribution of
possible defensive actions in the attacker’s decision tree480 SecRDA(Hd) can be estimated by the defender’s own records.
The probability that the interaction of the players will
follow a path ka in the tree is given as
Qka ¼
Yt
m¼1p
dþ2m1
ka
Qa
a ¼ 1; 2 . . .A; ka ¼ 1; 2 . . .Kað Þ
(5)
with Qa ¼
XK
k¼1
Yt
m¼1p
dþ2m1
ka
being a normalizing
constant. Let EHdka be the expected value of the impact
of a particular path ka starting at decision node Hd of
RDA(Hd). It can be obtained as
EHdka ¼ ykaQka ;
a ¼ 1; 2 . . .A; ka ¼ 1; 2 . . .Kað Þ
(6)
where yka can be obtained similar to Equation (2). Let KKa
be the set of all paths starting at attack a in tree RDA(Hd). If
max
k
a
0 2KK
a
0
EHdk
a
0
n o
≤ min
ka 2 KKa
a 6¼ a0
EHdka
n o
;
a
0
; a 2 AA
 
(7)
then attack a0 will not be chosen by the attacker because
this attack is dominated by others, and it is eliminated from
set AA. This step is indicated in lines 12 and 13 of proce-
dure ‘FIND_RDD(Dd)’ (Figure A3). Let AA
0
be the subset
of AA where attack a0 is not included. The expected
value of the total impact of all future paths starting at attack
a can be obtained as
EHda ¼
XK
k¼1E
Hd
ka
¼
XK
k¼1ykaQka ; a 2 AA
0
 
(8)
The variance of the impact is similarly
VHda ¼
XK
k¼1y
2
ka
Qka  EHda
 2
: a 2 AA0
 
(9)
The certainty equivalent of this random impact is obtained
from Equation (1) as
UHda ¼ EHda  lVHda : a 2 AA
0
 
(10)
After calculating UHda for all possible attacks at the root
Hd of RDA(Hd), the probability of the occurrence of attack
a at this decision node can be obtained from relationurity Comm. Networks 2014; 7:473–491 © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/sec
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UHdaXA
a¼1U
Hd
a
: a 2 AA0
 
(11)
4.4. The best response at the defender’s
decision node
As we mentioned before, the defender wants to optimize its
payoffs by selecting its best moves to minimize the total
costs and losses to the system and the risk of its responses.
Suppose an attack is detected at node Hd 1 of tree G, and
the defender with risk attitude m needs to choose its best
move at decision node Dd. Let R be the total number of the
possible response combinations at root Dd, RR be the set of
these strategies, and r be their index (r=1, 2,. . .,R). Tree
GD(Dd) can be decomposed into a set of sub-game trees
SGD(Dd,r) at root Dd based on the different responses r. In
order to protect the important targets in the network, the
defender is assumed to be a risk averter in defending against
the attacker. Starting from response r, the defender predicts
the potential objectives of the attacker, uses the breath-ﬁrst
search (BFS) to ﬁnd the ‘shortest path’ with length p where
the attacker is able to achieve its objectives with the least
number of interactions in SGD(Dd,r) resulting in the reduced
sub-game tree RSGD(Dd,r,p) of response r. The application
of the BFS algorithm is shown in line 3 of procedure
‘FIND_RGD(Dd)’ in Figure A2. As we know, both space
and time complexities in breath-ﬁrst search are exponential
in the number of arcs (stages or time horizons) of the path
to reach the attacker’s goals in the game tree. Because the
defender needs to ﬁnd the probability distribution of possible
future attacks at each of the attacker’s decision nodes in tree
RSGD(Dd,r,p), the assumption of risk neutrality for the
attacker can reduce the space and time complexities of the
RDFP algorithm while maintaining a good prediction of
the attacker’s future possible activities. The union of
the sub-game trees RSGD(Dd,r,p) with all responses r
constitutes the reduced game tree RGD(Dd) of the defender.
The process of ﬁnding RGD(Dd) is indicated by line 6 in the
formal description of the RDFP algorithm (Figure 4).
In a RSGD(Dd,r,p), let n denote the indices of the interac-
tions (n=1, 2,. . .,p), let Kr be the total number of paths
originating at response r to the endpoints of RSGD(Dd,r,p),
and let kr denote the indices of these paths (kr=1, 2,. . .,Kr).
In addition, letHd+2n 1 be the decision node of the attacker
at stage d+2n 1 of RSGD(Dd,r,p). The probabilitypHdþ2n1kr
that the attacker selects its attack at a decision nodeHd+ 2n 1
on path kr can be predicted by the defender from Section 4.3
based on previous interactions and its knowledge of the
attacker’s risk attitude. After obtaining the probability values
pHdþ2n1kr at every decision node of the attacker on the
corresponding tree RDA(Hd+2n 1), the reduced sub-
decision tree RSDD(Dd,r,p) of response r is found. The
union of all sub-decision trees RSDD(Dd,r,p) at root Dd
constitutes a reduced decision tree RDD(Dd) of the defender.
The process of ﬁnding RDD(Dd) is indicated by line 7 of the
RQFP algorithm (Figure 4). If the defender obtains itsSecurity Comm. Networks 2014; 7:473–491 © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/secreduced decision tree, then it can compute the payoffs to all
possible responses and is able to select its best response at
the root. The notations of these trees are listed in Table I,
and their relationships are similar to those of the attacker
shown earlier in Figure 3. Then, the defender is able to
compute the probabilityQkr that the players will follow path
kr and the total loss ykr of the network at the endpoint of this
path using equations similar to (5) and (2), respectively. The
expected loss EDdkr of the network along path kr can be
calculated similarly to Equation (6). Let KKr be the set of all
paths starting from response r in RDD(Dd), and let kr2KKr
be a path. If
min
k
r
0 2KK
r
0
EDdk
r
0
n o
≥ max
kr 2 KKr
r 6¼ r0
EDdkr
n o
;
r
0
; r 2 RR
 
(12)
then response r0 is not considered as a candidate of the best
response because this response is dominated by others. The
aforementioned process is described by lines 8 and 9 in
Figure A4. Let RR
0
be the subset of responses RR where
response r 0 is eliminated. For each response r, the defender
computes expectation EDdr and variance V
Dd
r of the sum of
losses, response costs, and potential ﬁnal losses similarly to
(8) and (9), respectively, on the basis of the tree RDD(Dd).
The certainty equivalent in this case can be given as
UDdr ¼ EDdr þ mVDdr ; r 2 RR
0
 
(13)
because the defender wants to minimize the total losses and
costs and the risk of its responses.
The responsive action with the lowest certainty equivalent
is selected as the next move of the defender at root Dd:
r ¼ argmin
r2RR0
UDdr : (14)
5. COMPARISONS OF THE
RESPONSE BY DYNAMIC GAME
TREE-BASED FICTITIOUS PLAY
AND RELATED ALGORITHMS
5.1. General analysis
By employing the RDFP algorithm to defend against the
attack to a given computer network, the defender needs
to analyze possible multistage attacks in the attacker–
defender game in advance and to keep tracking the charac-
teristics of the attacker after each of their interactions. It is
assumed that the defender had been professionally trained
to protect the network system and accumulated many years
of intrusion defense experience, and therefore he/she can
evaluate the values of the services based on the demands of
the users, can identify the vulnerabilities of the computer481
A novel fictitious play approach for intrusion defense systems Y. Luo et al.network and is able to analyze the life cycle of multistage
attacks based on the interactions of the attacker and the
defender in historical records. Then, the defender is also able
to quantify the intensity levels of possible attack and defense
activities, predict the attacker’s possible future attacks and
strategy sets, develop dynamic game tree G to describe their
interactions, and ﬁnd the cost function for each possible
attack–defense scenario. Clearly, the aforementioned
analysis can be conducted by the defender ofﬂine before
the beginning of the attack.
Once a knownmultistage attack is launched, the defender’s
best responses are determined by its knowledge of the
opponent’s risk attitude. As mentioned previously, Bayesian
learning can be used by the defender to update this
knowledge based on the discrepancy of the detected and
the predicted attacks. If the intruder changes its behavior
signiﬁcantly; for example, launching a newmultistage attack
to break or bypass the defense system, then the attacker’s
activities may not appear in the predicted attack strategy sets.
Our intrusion detection system, which is based on anomaly
behavior can detect such type of attacks and consequently
help the defender predict the intruder’s malicious goals. In
reality, the defender would not allow their network to be
attacked in order to learn the unknown attacks, and then
placing ‘honeypots’ is a good approach to learn about the
opponent’s computer skills, intrusion experience, and
location in the network after several iterations of the game.
Thus, our RDFP algorithm can help the defender ﬁnd its best
responses to defend against the unknown attacks. After-
wards, the attacker’s activities are recorded in the defender’s
database for future attack assessment.
It is assumed that there are multiple vulnerabilities in
the computer network system, and the attacker tries to
launch multistage attack with objectives unknown by the
defender. The formal description of the RDFP algorithm
is described in Figure 4. For simplicity of describing our
approach, the risk attitude of the attacker is assumed to
be risk neutral. The ﬁgure illustrates the ofﬂine version of
the RDFP algorithm, where the special procedures shown
in lines 6, 7, and 8 are described in the Appendix.
After presenting the details of the general RDFP algorithm,
two special method variants are described. One is a Greedy
(GA) algorithm in which the defender completely blocks
the trafﬁc of the corresponding services on routers, ﬁrewall,
or disconnects the machines by using managed switches
regardless of the type and the intensity level of the attack.
The other algorithm is myopic, called the single-interaction
optimization (SO) algorithm in which at each interaction,
the defender tries to minimize the total costs and losses from
the most current attack without considering future actions.
Compared with the GA and SO algorithms in different
computer network systems, the RDFP algorithm has its
advantages and disadvantages. First of all, the defender
employs the GA and SO algorithms to protect the network
system mainly based on of its observations, and their
implementation costs are very low compared with that of
intrusion detection system that can detect and monitor the
known and unknown multistage attacks to the computer482 Secnetwork. Secondly, because responsive actions are subdi-
vided into different intensive levels to capture future possible
interactions with the attacker and they can be allocated to
multiple stages in the dynamic game, the defender has more
responsive actions and sequences to select within the
structure of the RDFP algorithm. On the other hand, the
defender can only choose limited responsive actions and
time horizons in the GA and the SO algorithms. Thirdly, in
order to defend against an identical attack, the total cost
and damage of the computer network by employing the
RDFP algorithm is not larger than that of using the GA
algorithm or the SO algorithm because the strategy set of
the latter is a subset of the former. Fourthly, because the
two players are assumed to be rational and try to maximize
their potential impacts in a non-cooperative game, the best
response based on the RDFP algorithm is obtained from
minimizing the damage/loss of the system due to the attack
in the worst case scenario. If there are no valuable targets
in the network system, the RDFP algorithm has no advantage
over the SO algorithm due to a little damage reduction and a
more expensive detection cost. The simulation study of how
to defend against a multistage attack with different
algorithms is conducted in the next subsection.
5.2. Simulation study
All multistage attacker–defender games consist of tedious
and complicated processes in real computer network
systems. In this section, numerical experiments are
reported by simulating how the defender uses the RDFP,
GA, and SO algorithms to defend against multistage
attacks. In order to explain and illustrate the fundamentals
of the new algorithm, the scenarios are created simply from
the distributed denial of service (DoS). It is a typical bot-
nets attack that involves multiple sites and may last for a
long time. The basic structure of the network system is
shown in Figure 5, which includes an inner attacker in
Subnet 1, chief executive ofﬁcer (CEO) and secretary in
Subnet 2, marketing and accounting managers in Subnet
3 and two clients in external network. It is assumed that
the information in the CEO computer (o= 1), the important
data in the accounting system (o= 2), the HTTP server
(o= 3), Database 2 (o= 4), the FTP1 server (o= 5) are the
possible objectives of the attacker in the network system.
As previously stated, the value of a service is deﬁned by
the loss to the users due to the attacks when the service
becomes unavailable. Being the important parts of the
network systems, information and data are usually the
targets of a multistage attack, and consequently, the impact
of losing them is huge on system users. In order to
simulate these real situations and compare the perfor-
mances of three responsive approaches, we created the
values of the system services for different types of users
as shown in Table II.
In our simulation study, it is assumed that the attacker
with a neutral risk attitude employs different strategies to
launch multistage attacks to achieve its goal and to
minimize the uncertainty in the consequences of its actions.urity Comm. Networks 2014; 7:473–491 © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/sec
Figure 5. Network structure.
Table II. The values of the services in the computer network.
Subnet 2 Subnet 3 External network
Users Services Values Users Services Values Users Services Values
CEO HTTP (Subnet 2) 40 Marketing HTTP (Subnet 2) 30 Client 1 HTTP (Subnet 2) 24
HTTP (Outside) 15 HTTP (Outside) 30 HTTP (Outside) 40
Database 2 1000 Database 2 2000
Important Info 100,000 Accounting HTTP (Subnet 2) 20 Client 2 HTTP (Subnet 2) 30
FTP1 50 HTTP (Outside) 10 HTTP (Outside) 40
Secretary HTTP (Subnet 2) 20 Important Data 100,000 Database 2 2000
HTTP (Outside) 40 Database 2 2000
A novel fictitious play approach for intrusion defense systemsY. Luo et al.In the meantime, the defender does not know the objectives
of the attacker when the game starts. The life cycle of the
multistage attacks is deﬁned from the beginning of the attack
to the stage where the attacker reaches his/her objectives or
stops attacking due to the responsive actions. The possible
interactions between the two players on game tree G are
developed on the basis of the attack graphs and the historical
data. The probability distribution of the defender’s future
responses in the reduced game tree of the attacker is assumed
to be uniform.
Both the intruder and the defender are assumed to
employ one action or move at each stage for the sake of
simplicity. Each action is measured by its impact on the
target services with certain intensity levels, which could be
0 or 1 or a certain number between 0 and 1. The ﬁrst and
the second situations can be interpreted as the players select
to do nothing and choose to take an action, respectively. The
numbers in the third case are roughly classiﬁed into simple
categories in our simulation study. For instance, weak or
strong attack level is used to describe that the intruder attacks
a server with 10%–30% or 70%–90% intensity levels.
Similarly, low or high blocking level is employed to indicate
that the defender blocks 10%–30% or 70%–90% of trafﬁc to
the server. Table III shows only their representative activitiesSecurity Comm. Networks 2014; 7:473–491 © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/secbased on the network structure. Two main scenarios are
introduced in the following subsections.
5.2.1. Scenario one: multistage attacks with
one objective.
In this scenario, the attacker’s main objective is to
access the CEO computer to obtain information (o= 1)
with value C1. That is, the attacker has one objective
(O= 1). On the basis of Table II, the CEO computer needs
services provided by the HTTP server, Database 2, and the
FTP1 server. The attacker can launch multistage attacks to
access the information from the CEO computer in many
different ways. The phases f1 of the attacker–defender game
can be generally described on the basis of the dynamic tree
G as follows.
After any attack is detected either to Database 2 or to
the HTTP server or to the FTP1 server at a node Hd, the
attacker–defender game to the information source reaches
phase one (that is, f1 = 1). If Database 2 is attacked with
strong intensity level (‘A_DB2_S’) and the defender
chooses to block its trafﬁc on Router 3 with high block-
level (‘B_DB2_H_R3’) at node Dd+ 1, then the game
reaches phase two (that is, f1 = 2). Assume that the intruder
attacks the HTTP server (or the FTP1 server) with strong483
Table III. The possible actions of the attacker and the defender in the computer network.
Attacks Responses
Indices Contents Indices Contents Indices Contents Indices Contents
A1 A_DB2_S A11 Act_HTTP_CEO B1 B_DB2_H_R3 B11 B_FTP1_L_R2
A2 A_DB2_W A12 Act_FTP1_CEO B2 B_DB2_L_R3 B12 Disc_HTTP
A3 A_HTTP_S A13 Act_HTTP_Accounting B3 B_HTTP_H_R3 B13 Disc_FTP1
A4 A_HTTP_W A14 Inject_Code_CEO B4 B_HTTP_L_R3 B14 Disc_CEO
A5 A_FTP1_S A15 Inject_Code_Accounting B5 B_All_R3 B15 Do_Nothing
A6 A_FTP1_W A16 Get_Info_CEO B6 B_DB2_H_R2 B16 B_DB2_All_R3
A7 DoS_HTTP A17 Get_Data_Accounting B7 B_DB2_L_R2 B17 B_DB2_All_R2
A8 DoS_FTP1 A18 Get_Info & Act B8 B_HTTP_H_R2 B18 B_HTTP_All_R2
A9 DoS_DB2 A19 Do_Nothing B9 B_HTTP_L_R2 B19 B_HTTP_All_R3
A10 Act_DB2_CEO A20 A_DB2_M B10 B_FTP1_H_R2 B20 B_FTP1_All_R2
A novel fictitious play approach for intrusion defense systems Y. Luo et al.intensity level (‘A_HTTP_S’ (or ‘A_FTP1_S’)) at node
Hd. Then, the defender selects to block the HTTP trafﬁc
(or the FTP1 trafﬁc) on Router 2 with low level
(‘B_HTTP_L_R2’ (or ‘B_FTP1_L_R2’)) at node Dd + 1.
Then, the intrusion is detected to continue with denying
the HTTP service (or the FTP1 service) (‘DoS_HTTP’
(or ‘DoS_FTP1’)) at node Hd + 2. In this case, the defender
chooses to disconnect the HTTP server (or the FTP1
server) from the network system using the managed switch
(‘Disc_HTTP’ (or ‘Disc_FTP1’)) at node Dd + 3. At this
stage, the attacker–defender game to the information
source also arrives at phase two (that is, f1 = 2). If the attack
is detected to spoof Database 2 and the HTTP server
(or the FTP1 server) and start snifﬁng the trafﬁcs of
these services from the CEO (‘Act_DB2_CEO’ and
‘Act_HTTP_CEO’ (or ‘Act_FTP1_CEO’)) at nodes Hd+ 2
and Hd+ 4, and the defender chooses other responsive
actions than blocking the trafﬁc to Database 2 and HTTP
(or FTP1) on Router 2 with high level (‘B_DB2_H_R2’
and ‘B_HTTP_H_R2’ (or ‘B_FTP1_H_R2’)) at nodes
Dd + 3 and Dd + 5, respectively, then the game arrives at
phase three (that is, f1 = 3). If the intruder is found to replyFigure 6. The reduced game tree RGD
484 Secto requests from the CEO, and begin to inject codes into its
machine (‘Inject_Code_CEO’) at nodes Hd+ 4 and Hd + 6,
and the defender does not choose to disconnect the
machine of the CEO using the managed switch (‘Disc_CEO’)
at nodesDd+5 andDd+ 7, respectively, then the game reaches
the ﬁnal phase (which is, f1 =F1 = 4). At this stage, the
attacker can compromise the machine and is able to access
information from the CEO computer (‘Get_Info_CEO’) at
nodes Hd+6 and Hd+ 8. When the game is in phase i (i=1,
2, 3, 4) to the information in the CEO computer (o=1), then
the value of the binary variable bf1 is equal to 1.
On the basis of the RDFP algorithm, the defender can
respond to the multistage attack as follows. At the beginning
of the game, the defender assigns l as the risk neutral type of
the attacker based on our assumption, analyzes the phases of
the attacker–defender game on tree G. Suppose an attack to
Database 2 with strong intensity level (‘A_DB2_S’) is
detected at node Hd 1, then f1 = 1. The defender now needs
to select its best move at node Dd. Figure 6 shows a reduced
game tree RGD(Dd) to this attack with possible responses
‘B_DB2_H_R3’ and ‘B_DB2_L_R3’. Starting at each
possible response, the defender ﬁnds the shortest path toward(Dd) of the defender for Scenario 1.
urity Comm. Networks 2014; 7:473–491 © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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A novel fictitious play approach for intrusion defense systemsY. Luo et al.a node when the attacker reaches its goal. The two
corresponding ‘shortest paths’ are indicated with bold
lines. Let p1 and p2 denote the lengths of these shortest
paths, respectively. The defender then constructs trees
RSGD(Dd,B1,p1) and RSGD(Dd,B2,p2) for its responses.
They are shown inside the rectangles of Figure 6.
Let Hd+ 2n 1 be an arbitrary decision node of the
attacker in RGD(Dd). Then, tree RGA(Hd + 2n 1) of the
attacker with depth t can be found for each node Hd + 2n 1.
On the basis of the assessed probability distribution of the
possible future responses, the game tree RGA(Hd+ 2n 1)
becomes a decision tree RDA(Hd+ 2n 1). The values of
EHdþ2n1a and V
Hdþ2n1
a in RDA(Hd + 2n 1) can be calculated
from relations (8) and (9). Equations (10) and (11) are used
to computeUHdþ2n1a and pp
Hdþ2n1
a at each node Hd+ 2n 1 of
RGD(Dd), and so the game tree RGD(Dd) becomes the
decision tree RDD(Dd). Notice that Figure 6 shows only
one attack with the highest probability under each decision
node of the attacker due to the limited space. The ﬁrst
number at the end of each path in RDD(Dd) indicates the
value of ykr . It can be computed from relation (2), which
is used by the attacker to calculate the total impact of the
attack. The second number shows the value of Qkr where
relation (5) is applied. The values of EDdkr are computed
by using Equation (6). Then, relation (12) is used to see
that no response is dominated by any other, so none of
them can be eliminated. The expectation EDdr and variance
VDdr of response ‘B_DB2_H_R3’ or ‘B_DB2_L_R3’ can
be computed on the basis of (8) and (9), respectively, and
then (13) is used to ﬁnd the payoff value UDdr for each
possible response. Finally, on the basis of (14), the best
response of the defender is ‘B_DB2_H_R3’, and then f1 = 2.
Assume that the next detected attack at Hd + 1 is
‘Act_DB2_CEO’. A game tree RGD(Dd + 2) with twoFigure 7. The reduced game tree RGD(D
Security Comm. Networks 2014; 7:473–491 © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/secpossible responses is partially shown in Figure 7. All parts
of the game tree that do not lead to the ‘shortest paths’ are
ignored. As before, thicker lines indicate the ‘shortest
paths’ along which the attacker is able to reach its objective
starting at the given responses of the defender. The values
of ykr and Qkr can be obtained after tree RGD(Dd + 2)
becomes the decision tree RDD(Dd + 2). Using the
computed values of EDdþ2kr , relation (12) shows that no
responsive action at Dd + 2 can be deleted. By comparing
the payoff values UDdþ2r of all candidate responses at node
Dd+ 2, we can see that action ‘B_DB2_L_ R2’ is the best,
so it is chosen, and then f1 = 3. If the next detected attack
at Hd + 1 is ‘Inject_Code_CEO’, the best response can be
found as ‘Disc_CEO’ following a similar approach.
In attacker–defender game, the attacker launches multi-
stage attacks based on his/her own possible strategies and
the defender’s possible responsive actions. For the same
attack, different responsive algorithms may give different
responses even in cases when the attacker uses the same
strategy, because the interactions between the two players
may be different on the basis of the three different response
approaches. Different interactions also cause different total
losses to the system. The left most, the middle, and the
right most paths in Figure 8 show the interactions between
the players when the intruder launches a multistage attack
with one objective and the defender employs the SO, the
RDFP, and the GA algorithm to defend against the attack,
respectively. The arcs under the attacker’s decision nodes
represent the detected attacks, and the arcs under the
defender’s decision nodes are the responsive actions based
on different response schemes. The numbers under the last
nodes of each path show the total losses of the system during
the entire life cycle of the multistage attack. While the
responses with the GA algorithm result in 3980 units of totald+2) of the defender for Scenario 1.
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Table IV. Performances of the greedy algorithm, the single-interaction optimization and the response by dynamic game tree-based
ﬁctitious play algorithms in Scenario 1.
The total losses of the computer network Attacker
One objective
Instances 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Defender GA Algorithm 3980 4062 2612 4470 3285 2850 5072 4238
SO Algorithm 3295 3425 2440 4280 2960 2537 4635 4010
RDFP Algorithm 2741 2910 2250 3340 2470 1760 4120 3780
GA, greedy algorithm; SO, single-interaction optimization; RDFP, response by dynamic game tree-based ﬁctitious play.
Figure 8. Defending against a multistage attack with one objective.
A novel fictitious play approach for intrusion defense systems Y. Luo et al.loss to the computer network, the total loss of the system is
only 2741 units by employing the RDFP algorithm.
Although the total loss of the system calculated from
the SO algorithm is less than that of the GA algorithm, it
is still higher than our approach. We also repeated this
experiment with other multistage attacks containing the
different strategies. The total losses with different defensive
approaches were calculated similarly. The results are shown
in Table IV.
5.2.2. Scenario two: multistage attacks with
two objectives.
In this scenario, we assume that the attacker has two
goals (that is, O= 2): obtaining the information from the
CEO (o= 1) and accessing the data from the accounting
system (o= 2). The accounting system also needs services
provided by Database 2 and the HTTP server. The phases
f1 of the multistage game with respect to gaining access
to the CEO information have been already introduced in
the previous section. The phases f2 of the game to access
the data from the accounting system can be described as
follows. Starting with phase one (that is, f2 = 1), the
intruder attacks the HTTP server by ﬂooding it with strong
intensity level (‘A_HTTP_S’). If the defender blocks the
HTTP trafﬁc to the HTTP server with high block level on
Router 2 (‘B_HTTP_H_R2’), then the attacker–defender
game to the data in the Accounting reaches phase two
(that is, f2 = 2). Then, the attacker spoofs the HTTP486 Secserver and starts snifﬁng the HTTP trafﬁc to it from
the accounting system (‘Act_HTTP_Accounting’). If
the defender chooses other responsive actions than
blocking the HTTP trafﬁc on Router 3 with high level
(‘B_HTTP_H_R3’), then the game arrives at phase three
(that is, f2 = 3). The attacker then replies to the requests from
the accounting system and begins to inject codes into it
(‘Inject_Code_Accounting’). If the defender does not block
all trafﬁc on Router 3 (‘B_All_R3’), then the attack arrives
at the ﬁnal phase (that is, f2 =F2 = 4). The attacker compro-
mises the machine of the Accounting, obtains the data
(‘Get_Data_Accounting’) reaching its goal.
The defender has to choose his/her best responses by
considering both objectives of the attacker in this scenario.
Figure 9 partially illustrates a game tree RGD(Dd) for
possible responses to the detected attack (‘A_HTTP_S’)
at node Hd 1 with f1 = 1 and f2 = 1. The notation of each
action is given in Table III. ‘Get_info & Act’ denotes the
attacker’s selection ‘Get Info’ and then its choice
‘Act_HTTP_Accounting’ as shown in Figure 9. The bold
lines starting at the possible responses indicate the ‘shortest
paths’ that the attacker is able to obtain the information
from the CEO and the data from the accounting system.
The lengths of the ‘shortest paths’ determine the depths
of the game trees RSGD(Dd,r,p). The payoffs UDdr of
possible responses r(r2RR) can be calculated in a similar
way as it was shown in the case of a single objective, and
then the candidate response with the smallest payoff valueurity Comm. Networks 2014; 7:473–491 © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/sec
Figure 9. The reduced game tree RGD(Dd) of the defender for Scenario 2.
A novel fictitious play approach for intrusion defense systemsY. Luo et al.is chosen as the best action r* of the defender at root Dd.
Because of limited space, Figure 9 shows only the structure
of the reduced game tree RGD(Dd) without showing the
values of ykr and Qkr for the different paths.
Figure 10 shows the interactions of the two players
based on a strategy of the attacker with two objectives.
The left most, middle, and right most paths shown in
Figure 10 illustrate the interactions between the players
based on the SO, the RDFP, and the GA algorithms,
respectively. The total losses of the system during the lifeFigure 10. Defending against a multi
Security Comm. Networks 2014; 7:473–491 © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
DOI: 10.1002/seccycle are given at the terminating nodes of these paths.
Clearly, the RDFP algorithm is the best again in comparing
the results of the three methods. It is also clear that the
relative reduction in loss is larger with two objectives than
in the case of only a single objective. More instances with
two objectives were simulated on the basis of different
attack strategies. The total losses of the system in these
instances are listed in Table V. Tables IV and V show that
the total losses of the system during a life cycle with the
RDFP algorithm is on the average 36% smaller than thestage attack with two objectives.
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Table V. Performances of the greedy algorithm, the single-interaction optimization and the response by dynamic game tree-based
ﬁctitious play algorithms in Scenario 2.
The total losses of the computer network Attacker
Two objectives
instances 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Defender GA Algorithm 8790 8016 7973 6891 8758 9450 10,507 8253
SO Algorithm 6575 7680 7288 6384 7984 8625 9630 7390
RDFP Algorithm 5170 5338 6005 4740 5736 7860 8743 6542
GA, greedy algorithm; SO, single-interaction optimization; RDFP, response by dynamic game tree-based ﬁctitious play.
A novel fictitious play approach for intrusion defense systems Y. Luo et al.GA algorithm and 22% smaller than the SO algorithm.
Paired T-test shows that both reduced losses are statisti-
cally signiﬁcant with 99.5% conﬁdence level.
In reality, the objectives of the attacker are unknown to
the defender at the beginning of the game. As we men-
tioned before, the defender can identify the vulnerabilities
of the computer network as the possible targets of the
attacker. We assume again that the CEO computer and
the accounting system are the possible targets of the
attacker. Both of them need other services to function
correctly as in the previous cases. On the basis of repeated
observations, the defender can continuously update the
attacker’s objectives.
Suppose an intrusion is detected to attack Database 2
with strong intensity level (‘A_DB2_S’) at node Hd 1.
Because the detected attack belongs to phase one (f1 = 1)
of attacking the CEO computer and it is not in any phase
to gain access to the accounting system, game trees
RSGD(Dd,r,p) are similar to those shown in Figure 6. In
order to ﬁnd his/her best response at node Dd, the defender
selects the depth of the attacker’s game tree at each of the
attacker’s decision nodes in RGD(Dd) and calculates the
payoffs and the probability distributions of the possible
attacks at these decision nodes. Therefore, the decision tree
RDD(Dd) is obtained, and UDdr can be computed on the
basis of it. The best response of the defender at node Dd
is the same as obtained in Scenario 1, and then f1 = 2.
Suppose the next detected attack is ‘A_HTTP_S’. The
detected attack belongs to phase one of attacking both the
CEO computer and the accounting system, so the CEO
information (o= 1) and the accounting data (o= 2) could
be the objectives of the attacker. Because the attacker–
defender game to the CEO information has already reached
phase two, we have f1 = 2, f2 = 1. Then, the method shown
for Scenario 2 can be applied to this situation. Following
these basic scenarios, our intrusion defense system based
on the RDFP algorithm can efﬁciently defend against more
complicated multistage attacks in reality.6. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced a multistage intrusion defense system,
where the sequence of interactions between the attacker and
the defender was modeled as a two-player non-cooperative
non-zero-sum dynamic game with incomplete information.488 SecThe two players conducted the DFP along the game tree of
the dynamic game. The attacker was assumed to be rational,
and the defender could update his/her knowledge on the
decision process of the attacker after each detected attack
and could use it to predict future attacks more accurately.
Multistage attacks have a life cycle consisting of reconnais-
sance, penetration, attack, and exploit. With the development
of intrusion detection technologies, the defender becomes
more familiar with the properties of multistage attacks. Our
RDFP algorithm can help the defender ﬁnd the best
defending strategies quickly. The performance of the RDFP
algorithm is better than that of the other algorithms as it was
demonstrated in our simulation study.
In order to clearly introduce the framework of the RDFP
algorithm, we assume that the attacker is risk neutral for math-
ematical simplicity. The algorithm is described so far in an
ofﬂine mode, because the learning of the risk attitude of the
opponent is not considered. A fast-converging approach
based on Bayesian learning had been developed and is being
evaluated to update the player’s knowledge of the opponent
after each interaction so that the defender will be able to make
the best online decisions dynamically. In our future research,
we will consider other attack scenarios in more complex net-
work systems, such as when the intruder can launch multi-
attack before the defender gets a chance to react. Moreover,
the current RDFP algorithm considers only the game between
two players, the defender and an attacker or a group of attack-
ers that can collaborate in launching a multistage attack. In
reality, different attackers or different groups of attackers
may cooperate to attack the system resources. Although the
overall system can be described as a non-cooperative, non-
zero-sum game, the interaction between the attackers is a co-
operative game. This multiplayer scenario is more complex
and will be considered in our future research work.REFERENCES
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Figure A3. Procedure ‘FIND_RDD(Dd)’.
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